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Phase II: U.S. EPA’s GHG regulation
Phase II of the U.S. EPA’s Green-House-Gas (GHG) regulation for heavy commercial truck
transportation equipment – slated to begin for 2021 model year truck-tractors and engines and
in 2018 for standard trailers – will be much more aggressive than the first phase introduced in
2013 and could potentially be disruptive for purchasers of heavy trucking equipment.
The GHG reduction targets are significant in Phase II – 1 billion metric tonnes in the U.S and
100 million metric tonnes in Canada. This is a good thing for society as well as trucking, assuming
the standards and measures are introduced with the interests and concerns of those who own
and operate this equipment are kept in mind. The Canadian trucking industry supports the
regulation’s targets, provided it allows purchasers of regulated equipment to acquire technology
that is tested and proven to operate in safely, efficiently and in a manner that considers unique
Canadian operating conditions.

Lessons From The Past
The key to EPA Phase II is that technology designed to reduce GHG emissions will be prescribed on heavy
trucking equipment. Only fuel/GHG savings assigned to the prescribed technology will count towards the
assigned reduction targets for Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). With this in mind, the Canadian
trucking industry is urging regulators at Environment Canada, who will follow a path similar to EPA, not to
repeat oversights from past standards. For example, dramatic changes to truck engines between 2003-2010
virtually eliminated harmful NOx and PM emissions, but affected vehicle performance, maintenance, reliability
and led to a significant denigration in fuel economy. This resulted from regulators setting emission targets
based on technologies that were still in the developmental stages, forcing acceleration of research and
development to a pace where engineering aspects couldn’t keep pace. These unintended consequences
must not be repeated under the proposed Phase II regulations.

What Canadian Truckers Want
The targets set for Environment Canada’s Phase II must be based on proven technologies reliable enough
to handle Canadian elements and operating conditions without causing undue economic hardship for the
owners and operators of this equipment. In cases where technology is available, but not applicable to
Canadian operating conditions, Environment Canada and other government agencies must be prepared to
regulate in a different manner than EPA. Environment Canada should also set its made-in-Canada targets
to reflect the reality that Canada’s diverse trucking fleet operates much more productive and fuel efficient
sets of heavy truck configurations than those found in the US and is incompatible with a one-size-fits-all
approach. Simply adopting the US approach would undercut Canada’s superior productivity and environmental advantages developed over the past 40 years.

To ensure Canadian operators continue to
enjoy the innovative advancements of the
Canadian market, the Canadian trucking
industry is encouraging the SMART
Approach toward GHG regulation.
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Road to the Reg
ENGINES: Standards be phased between 2021-2027 and
require fuel savings in the 4% range when fully implemented.
Technologies that could be used to meet these standards
include: combustion optimization, improved air handling;
reduced friction within the engine; improved emissions
after-treatment technologies; and waste heat recovery.

TRUCK-TRACTORS: When fully implemented, the
p roposed target for Class 7 and 8 tractors will reduce CO2 by
24 percent over Phase 1 standards. Improvements include
engine, transmission, driveline, aerodynamic design, lower
rolling resistance tires, extended idle reduction technologies,
and other accessories. The first model year to require some of
these technologies would be in 2021, with 2027 potentially
facing the most significant changes.
TRAILERS: For the first time emissions from trailers will
be regulated. Between 2018 and 2021, five trailer types will
be impacted – mostly those categorized as refrigerated and
dry-van trailers. Technologies that could be used to meet
targets include: aerodynamic devices, lower rolling resistance
tires, automatic tire inflation systems, and weight reduction.
VOCATIONAL VEHICLES: Defined as local delivery,
refuse, cement and dump trucks. Targets would be phased
in, becoming increasingly more stringent between 2021 and
2027, with final emissions reductions in the 16-percent range.
Eligible technologies could include engine, transmissions,
driveline, lower rolling resistance tires, workday idle reduction
technologies and weight reduction.

▲

Background on Current and Proposed GHG Rules
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Phase I

The first phase of the green-house gas (GHG) regulations for the heavy-truck
engine and tractor manufacturers took effect in 2014 in Canada and the United
States. The rule itself, while targeting 20-per cent reductions in GHG emissions from heavy trucks during the
period, did not require the purchasers of heavy truck engine and tractor equipment to utilize technology in the
development stages to achieve these savings. Instead,“off-the-shelf”, market ready and proven technologies were
selected by government to help the trucking industry and society reach its goal of reducing the transportation sector’s impact on the environment; while improving the efficiency of freight movement in a cost-effective manner.

Phase II

Phase II of the GHG regulation, introduced in June 2015 by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), proposes to further regulate GHG
emissions created from truck engines, tractors, vocational vehicles, and trailers. Slated to come into force in
2018 for standard trailers and between 2021-2027 for tractors and heavy truck engines, the regulation is
aggressive and potentially more disruptive as separate standards and targets for tractors, trailers and engines
will apply respectively. Environment Canada has already made public statements that the EPA rules will be
duplicated in Canada. The GHG reduction targets for this regulation are significant: 1 billion metric tonnes
in the U.S. and CTA estimates 100 million metric tonnes in Canada. This is the equivalent of eliminating all
GHG emissions produced to generate electricity for all U.S. and Canadian residences in a year.
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THIS IS A
GOOD THING
FOR SOCIETY.
However, the Canadian trucking industry
supports the achievement of these targets
provided the regulations allow purchasers
of heavy-duty vehicles to acquire the
required technology that is proven to
operate in a safe, efficient and effective
manner in Canadian operating conditions.
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Prescriptive Technology Designed to Meet Targets
The key to the EPA regulation is that GHG reducing technology will be prescribed. Only fuel/GHG savings assigned to technology
prescribed by the regulation will count toward the assigned targets. The question is: Will this equipment be tested and ready to
operate in Canadian climates and under unique Canadian regulatory and operating conditions? The answer is: It must.

Combination Tractors
The targeted reductions in CO2 emissions and fuel consumption for Class 7 and 8 tractors when fully implemented in GHG
Phase II is proposed at up to 24 per cent over the GHG Phase I baseline. According to the EPA, the desired reductions can be met
through improvements in the engine, transmission, driveline, aerodynamic design, low rolling resistance tires, extended idle
reduction technologies, and other tractor accessories. The first model year to require Phase II GHG technologies would be 2021;
followed by model year 2027, which could potentially face the most significant changes.

Engines
The proposed standards for engines would be phased in between 2021-2027 and require savings of around 4 per cent when
fully implemented. Proposed EPA-approved technologies to achieve the engine GHG reduction targets include: combustion
optimization through improved air handling; reduced friction within the engine; improved emission after-treatment technologies; and waste heat recovery.

Trailers
Phase II will require trailers to be regulated for the first time from an emissions standpoint. The proposed standards would apply
to certain trailers beginning with model-year 2018. Between 2018 and 2021, five types of trailers will be impacted by this regulation, most of which can be categorized as box-type trailers such as refrigerated and dry-van units. Technologies that can be used
to meet proposed standards include: aerodynamic devices, low rolling resistance tires, automatic tire inflation systems, and weight
reduction. The fully phased in regulation will require trailers to achieve 8 percent lower CO2 emissions and fuel consumption
compared to similar 2017 trailer models.

Vocational Vehicles
Vocational vehicles will be a standalone category in Phase II and are defined by EPA as local delivery, refuse, cement and dump
trucks. Depending on the vehicle type and differences in drive cycles, vocational vehicles will be slotted into one of three areas
facing increasingly stringent targets between 2021 and 2027 with an overall emission reduction target of around 16 per cent
by 2027. Vocational vehicles can achieve the targets with improvements to the engine, transmission, and driveline, use of low
rolling resistance tires, workday idle reduction technologies, and weight reduction. Once again, this equipment must be tested
and proven for particular Canadian climates, regulations and operating conditions.
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Lessons From Past
Between 2003 and 2010, progressively more stringent air quality emission standards (distinct from GHG) were phased in for heavy
duty truck engines resulting in the near zero emission trucks. Emissions of certain criteria air pollutants such as PM, NOx, and HC,
which contribute to poor air quality and smog, were virtually eliminated from heavy duty trucks during this period. The societal
benefits were enormously positive. However, the unintended consequences of these engine emission standards were that overall
engine performance, fuel efficiency, and reliability were negatively affected – raising operating costs and impacting productivity.
This is something the trucking industry cannot see repeated under the proposed Phase II GHG Regulations. In the end, the newer
trucks brought to market during this period simply did not perform as well and were less reliable than pre-2003 models.
CTA believes performance and reliability issues emerged in new trucks as a result of Environment Canada and the U.S. EPA
relying on emission reduction technologies that were prematurely introduced into the market. In this instance, engine suppliers
were mandated to provide their customers (truck manufacturers and, eventually, carriers) equipment that had to be fast-tracked
to meet government mandated timelines without being given the necessary time for research, development, and testing.
Specifically, governments set emission targets based on technology that worked in the lab, but was unproven to withstand the
rigors required by industry in various operating environments.

Phase II GHG Reduction Technology Must Work
for Canadian Operating Conditions
The phase II GHG regulatory reduction targets must be established and achieved by Environment Canada based on the use of
proven, market ready, reliable technologies that meet Canadian operating and geographic conditions. These technologies must
also do so without causing undue economic hardship for the owners and operators of trucks. Where proven technology is made
available at the OEM level, but may not be appropriate for certain sectors of the Canadian trucking industry – for example,
off-road operations such logging and oilfield – Environment Canada must be prepared to regulate in a different manner.
Fleets have never questioned wanting to save fuel and reducing GHG. This is a given. The real issue is determining which
technologies are viable for their operations to achieve the reductions. Depending on the sector of the industry the carrier participates in and the geographic scope of their operations, there are a number of variables that need to be considered and not all
technologies that work in the lab or on paper will work for all fleets and configurations.
Furthermore, in establishing their reduction targets and qualifying technologies, Environment Canada must recognize
that Canadian trucking industry has deployed a very different set of truck-trailer configurations than US operations, aimed at
maximizing productivity.
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Moving Ahead — Environment Canada Must
Recognize the Canadian Advantage
Canada has a history of harmonizing vehicle emission standards with the United States. Aware of Environment Canada’s past
tendencies to simply adopt U.S. standards as they are, the mood of the trucking fleets across the country in regard to Phase II
GHG regulations is one of trepidation. They have a tough, but fair question for the Canadian regulators:
Because this rule will deal with prescriptive GHG reducing technologies for future tractors, engines and trailers, is Environment Canada prepared in some areas to deviate from the US rule to recognize the fact that Canadian and US trucking industries
operate very different equipment in very different geographic locations?
When potential payload is taken into account, the average Canadian tractor-trailer has a 22 per cent advantage over the
average US tractor-trailer in both the amount of fuel consumed and GHG emitted. In the US, 6.2 kg of CO2 is created to move one
tonne of payload per 100 miles. In Canada, only 5.1 kg of CO2 is created. The reason for this advantage is that Canadian jurisdictions have a very productive set of weights and dimensions regulations which has allowed the industry to innovate over the
past forty years. These allowances make us much more productive and efficient than the US industry. Basically, the US industry
predominately operates two standard truck configurations; in Canada we operate 10 standard configurations. Canada must be
prepared to recognize the productivity advantages in the upcoming rule.

Different Equipment, Different Demands,
Different Operating Conditions
The configuration differences between Canadian and US operations have led to different operating rules in Canada versus
the United States. Canadian commercial vehicles commonly feature higher weights per vehicle configuration, but also correspondingly require more vehicle technologies – for both tractor and trailer – which are designed to meet the added safety and
operating requirements to pull these higher weights.
Based on these significant operating differences and climate conditions, you simply cannot bring up trucks or trailers made
for US weights and operating conditions and expect them to be as safe, reliable, and durable as equipment made specifically for
Canadian weights, safety requirements and climate conditions. The new GHG rule must recognize this to ensure that equipment
imported into Canada simply meets some general level of GHG compliance but has not been built to a Canadian operating,
safety and climate standard.

Testing is Paramount
Environment Canada must begin working with Transport Canada to establish testing protocols for GHG reduction qualifying
technology and supporting wiring systems. There is no doubt Transport Canada is the lead federal department responsible for
the motor vehicle safety mandate. This is evidenced by its statutory authority under the Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Furthermore,
Transport Canada is presently engaged in testing the safety and environmental performance of passenger vehicles and heavy
duty trucks through its ecoTechnology for Vehicles Program.
All qualifying GHG reduction technology and associated wiring must be tested by Transport Canada to ensure all technology
imported into Canada meets our safety and climate conditions.
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It’s Time Governments Strengthen Consumer
Protection Rules for Users of Heavy Duty
Trucking Equipment
It is not merely enough to require manufacturers, through testing protocols, to meet our operating requirements. If the Canadian
government is going to mandate the use of more environmental technology on trucking equipment, it must dramatically
improve the warranty/recall system available to heavy-duty equipment purchasers in Canada. The current heavy-duty product
recall system in Canada is inadequate. The Canadian trucking industry deserves a more rigorous product recall/warrantee
system. The Canadian industry will continue to feel the financial and operational impacts related to recall/warrantees until the
system is reviewed and upgraded. The Government of Canada should re-examine the introduction and expansion of the June
2015 bill Safer Vehicles for Canadians Act to better protect commercial equipment purchasers.

Canadian Trucking Alliance Members Require
SMART Regulation from Phase II GHG
Canadian fleet operators want to see the Government of Canada approach the development of the next heavy duty GHG regulation
utilizing the concepts engrained in the Canadian Trucking Alliance S M A R T approach outlined below.
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New equipment
must meet Canadian
equipment safety
standards and not
pose a risk to drivers.

Fleets must have an
exhaustive eligible
technology list for their
specific operations that
meet their customer
needs and provincial
regulatory requirements.

Recognize the development of unforeseen
technologies and the
different weight
regimes between
Canada and the
United States.

The government
must install a more
robust recall system for
heavy-duty vehicles
and associated GHG
qualifying technologies.

All GHG technologies
imported into Canada
must be tested for
Canadian operating
conditions.
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S afe.
Health and
Safety of Drivers
The hardworking men and women who operate trucks across the country are the most important resource the trucking industry
has. Their safety and well-being are a key factor that must always be taken into consideration and must be top of mind for Environment Canada when addressing Phase II of GHG regulations. Forcing technology onto the industry that is unproven and unreliable
causes trucks to breakdown which has put drivers’ safety at risk, especially considering the Canadian climate. This is unacceptable.

Specificactions the Canadian government must take on the “S” in S M A R T include:

Fuel Efficient Tires & Winter Operation
Considerations for both safety and the environment need to be balanced going forward when it comes to tractor tires available
to fleets. The variability of regional trucking operations and climates throughout Canada require the government strike a balance
between fuel efficiency targets from tires and the overall safety of drivers and vehicles. Tires continue to be one of the most
concerning aspect of the Phase I regulations. Fleets operating in western and northern Canada were the most impacted. Despite
warnings from industry, certain tires available from OEMs are not sufficient for most Canadian applications in the west and north
and continue to be replaced upon delivery to carriers. The costs associated with tire replacements to date has been absorbed
solely by the industry.

Limp Mode & Driver Safety
Limp mode (when an engine sensor determines an emissions component malfunction) must be addressed to allow for sufficient
time and distances for trucks to travel before engine shut-down or depowering is initiated. Limp mode is a mandatory requirement under the air quality regulations introduced by Environment Canada and the EPA. This enables drivers to get to a safe/
cost effective location in a timely manner to have the component repaired as well as to maintain necessary in-cab heating and
cooling so as to not pose health risks to the driver. CTA believes that under the Canada Labour Code, Section 124 & 128 (1) the
Government of Canada has the responsibility to work with the trucking industry to create a limp mode policy that balances both
labour and policy issues.

Moose Bumpers & Driver Safety
In terms of driver and equipment protection, the use of moose bumpers must still be permitted under Phase II and in lieu
of moose bumpers, structural improvements at the OEM level to the hood, grill, fender and bumper should be considered in
the aerodynamic design of tractors. This is an important issue for carriers operating in all areas of the country dealing with a
variety of wildlife. Moose bumpers may currently cause issues with aerodynamics, but surely an aerodynamic moose bumper
can be designed.
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M anageable.
Vehicle and Component Standards
in the Canadian Context

Different regions of Canada operate different vehicle configurations, which could require different GHG technology approaches.
Also, Canadian weights and dimension rules, along with some safety regulations, differ based on provincial jurisdiction. These differences will have an impact on the use and availability of qualifying GHG reducing technology. When purchasing their vehicles,
regardless of domicile, carriers need as much management flexibility as possible to meet the GHG standards and operate their
vehicles coast-to-coast. The Canadian federal government must recognize these unique regional differences and work with CTA
to ensure carriers across the country have access to as many legal choices of qualifying GHG reducing technologies as possible.

Specificactions the Canadian government must take on the “M” in S M A R T include:

Single Wide Tires & Weight Parity Disparity Among the Provinces
Wide single tires need to receive weight parity with duals on all applicable axle groups in the MoU. This issue has remained
stagnant for close to a decade in all but three Canadian jurisdictions. All government departments provincially need to accept
the GHG reduction and safety benefits of this technology and plan accordingly in their highway infrastructure design, capital,
and maintenance budgets for all roads.
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SMAR T
A stop-gap measure was put in place in the MoU in the early 2000s to allow the use of wide single tires at 7700 kgs per axle until
further information about pavement impact was available. It was expected that parity with dual tires would occur in a much
shorter period of time than has since taken place. Although implemented with good intentions, the delay in the majority of
Canadian jurisdictions has resulted in lost opportunity for GHG reduction for both north-south and east-west freight movements
that Canadian equipment must make to meet the demands of the supply chain. At 7700 kgs per axle, the GHG benefits only
apply to fleets that operate exclusively north-south (primarily US fleets).

Speed Control
Under the Environment Canada Phase II rules, speed controls such as speed limiter activation should be a compliance option
made available to all OEMs in their offerings to heavy truck customers. OEMs selling to carriers domiciled in mandated speed limiting provinces, currently Ontario and Quebec, should receive GHG credits under the Phase II rule. Similarly, OEMs selling to carriers
from other jurisdictions who voluntarily implement speed control measures should also receive credits. The GHG reductions from
speed-limited trucks are s ignificant and in some cases could on their own be sufficient to reach the desired GHG reduction targets.

Natural Gas Engine Inclusion
Proven alternative fuel technologies currently in use by Canadian fleets should be a menu option for OEMs to reduce GHG
emissions. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) are proven alternative transportation fuels that are
currently in use in the Canadian marketplace and should be given full GHG credit. Appropriate consideration should also be
addressed in verified corresponding weights and dimensions regulations to offset the increased tare weight of this technology
and whereby the tare weight of other technologies are also offset accordingly (APU and Moose Bumpers, Side Skirts, Boat Tails).
Currently the Province of British Columbia offers the trucking industry a 1500 kgs weight allowance where the U.S federal government offers its industry a 907 kg weight allowance. Both weight allowance policies are moves in the right direction but the
difference in weight allowance thresholds once again highlight the differing operating environments of Canadian and US fleets.

Tractor Wheel Base Limits
Tractor wheel base limits must be increased as much as practically possible (while maintaining all considerations for vehicle
dynamic performance and infrastructure) to allow carriers to accommodate all necessary environmental and operational
components necessary for trucking operations. These changes should take place in the Provincial /Territorial Memorandum of
Understanding on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions (MoU) and in all provincial regulations. Precedence has been set (with all of
the necessary dimensional details and controls) in provincial permit and regulatory regimes as well as in CTA positions to guide
this effort nationally for the majority of configurations. Additional research for the minor percentage of outlier configurations
would also need to be addressed to determine suitability.

Steer Axle Weights
Steering axle weights in the MoU should be reviewed to allow for the additional tare weight of environmental equipment and
associated components.

Boat-Tail Regulations
Boat tails offer benefits to reduce GHG. However, the existing regulatory framework in Canada has not fully developed to allow
this technology to flourish. The MoU has been updated to allow full length boat tails, but the provinces have been lagging
behind in updating their regulations to allow the use of this technology from coast-to-coast.
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SMAR T
Battery Weights & Required Changes to Provincial Regulations
The batteries required to operate all the driver and truck accessories need to be sufficient to do the job reliably. Regardless
of whether certain APU technologies are mandated, the appropriate batteries need to be spec’d, so that other key functions
of the truck are not impacted and the emission reduction technology can operate effectively. While having sufficient battery
power may require the addition of more batteries, any tare weight added to the vehicle will need to be offset so as to not affect
payload. Additional tractor frame rail space will also be required with more batteries. Where additional batteries are required by
carriers to operate environmental equipment, necessary regulatory changes to weights and dimensions need to be addressed
by the provinces.

APU & Weight Exemptions
APUs provide so-called hotel services (heating/cooling/appliances) to drivers while the truck is stopped for mandatory breaks
or while waiting to load and unload without having to use the main engine to access power. APU’s are typically used more for
heating in Canadian environments. In many jurisdictions, state, provincial, municipal regulations stipulate the idling of the
trucks main engine is prohibited when the trucks is stopped for a defined period of time. In some cases the no idle policies
can be as short as a 5 minute-limit in major metropolitan areas. By not relying on the truck’s main engine for hotel services,
there is a reduction in fuel consumption from the main engine as well as noise (for which many municipalities also have
by-laws). APUs are powered by either combustion engines (that utilize approximately 1/8th the diesel fuel compared to
operating the trucks main engine), or by battery (that are charged while the truck is operating on road). APUs typically weigh
between 400-600 lbs and can be mounted on the outside of the truck frame, within the frame structure, or integrated into
the sleeper compartment.
Currently the MoU allows for a 225kg weight exemption for Auxiliary Power Units (APU). Although many configurations
will not reach their gross weight limit and therefore not require the additional 225kgs, all jurisdictions should be prepared
to allow the additional weight if configurations require an APU as part of their vehicle spec’ing and operations plan.
Currently this is not the case.

A daptable.
Canadian GHG Targets Must Reflect
Canadian Operating Advantage
The US rule sets GHG reduction targets based on US configurations. Canadian fleets use more productive configurations. If the
Government of Canada aligns its targets with the U.S., our targets must be adaptive to the various Canadian configurations not
available to US based fleets.
The majority of tractor-trailers that travel in both Canada and the United States involve relatively light-duty tandem-axle
semi-trailers and, to a much lesser extent, double A-train configurations. While the predominant allowable gross weight for
these vehicles in the US is 80,000 lbs (36,288 kg), the same vehicle in Canada is allowed a much more productive 41,500 kg in
the east and 39,500 kg in the west.
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SMAR T
Both countries allow operation of heavier multi-axle combinations, although in the US these vehicles are limited to specific states
that are grandfather-protected from federal size and weight restrictions and make up only a small percentage of tractor-trailer
travel. Canada, therefore, has much greater usage of very productive multi-axle combinations than the US.
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Higher Canadian weight allowances do not translate directly into improved fuel efficiency and GHG emissions. The higher
capacity vehicles have a heavier empty (tare) weight which cuts into potential cargo capacity. Heavier vehicles also burn more
diesel fuel to travel the same distance. However when potential payload is taken into account, the average Canadian tractor-trailer has a 22% advantage over the average US tractor-trailer in both the amount of fuel consumed and GHG emitted. In
the US, 6.2 kg of CO2 is created to move one tonne of payload 100 miles. In Canada, only 5.1 kg of CO2 is created.
Tables 1 and 2 (see page 11) set out, for Canada and the United States respectively, the usage of each ‘class’ of tractor-trailer
combination (by numbers of axles in the combination), payload capacity based on typical gross and tare weights and the
resulting average amount of fuel consumed and GHG created in each country to move a unit of cargo a specified distance.

Specificactions the Canadian government must take on the “A” in S M A R T include:
R ecognition by the Government of Canada that GHG reduction targets set out by EPA are based on US configurations and
gross vehicle weights and that our reduction targets must be adaptive to the various Canadian configurations not available to
US based fleets or considered by EPA;
■ That the inputs to the GHG simulation models for technologies must use the more productive Canadian configurations as their
baseline, not the EPA baseline.
■
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Table 1: Canadian Tractor-Trailer Payload Capability, Fuel Consumption and GHG Emissions
Row

Tractor-Trailer Combination

5 Axles
or less

6 Axles

7 Axles

8 Axles
or more

Weighted
Average

1

Percent of miles travelled

67.3%

15.5%

7.1%

10.1%

100%

2

Gross Weight (kg)

41,000

45,000

57,500

63,000

45,014

3

Tare Weight (kg)

15,500

17,000

19,000

21,000

16,537

4

Payload (kg)

25,500

28,000

38,500

42,000

28,477

5

MPG

7.281

6.962

5.965

5.527

6.961

6

Fuel per 100 miles (US gal)

13.7

14.4

16.8

18.1

14.4

7

GHG per 100 miles (Kg)
Fuel to move one tonne of
payload 100 miles (gal)

138

145

169

182

145

0.539

0.513

0.435

0.431

0.504

5.43

5.17

4.39

4.34

5.09

8
9

GHG to move one tonne of
payload 100 miles (Kg)

Table 2: US Tractor-Trailer Payload Capability, Fuel Consumption and GHG Emissions
Row

Tractor-Trailer Combination

5 Axles
or less

6 Axles

7 Axles

8 Axles
or more

Weighted
Average

1

Percent of miles travelled

91.7%

6.0%

1.1%

1.2%

100%

2

Gross Weight (kg)

36,300

42,000

50,000

58,000

37,053

3

Tare Weight (kg)

15,500

16,500

18,000

20,000

15,642

4

Payload (kg)

20,800

25,500

32,000

38,000

21,412

5

MPG

7.655

7.201

6.563

5.925

7.595

6

Fuel per 100 miles (US gal)

13.1

13.9

15.2

16.9

13.2

7

132

140

154

170

133

8

GHG per 100 miles (Kg)
Fuel to move one tonne of
payload 100 miles (gal)

0.638

0.545

0.476

0.444

0.615

9

GHG to move one tonne of
payload 100 miles (Kg)

6.33

5.49

4.80

4.48

6.20
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R eliable.
Consumer Protection
Since the introduction of the air quality and GHG regulations, heavy truck reliability and maintenance costs have suffered significantly. This is evidenced by many fleets having to add 20 per cent more vehicles to their fleet to cover downtime vehicles. This is
unacceptable and must not worsen further under the Phase II rule. There are many issues being experienced by trucking fleets,
but wiring and APU related matters lead the way.
All qualifying GHG reduction technologies must be backed by the highest consumer protections, both from a warrantee and
recall standpoint. Any product, in part or whole, offered as a menu item for GHG reduction to the Canadian trucking industry
should only be allowed if it meets conditions acceptable to industry or be able to operate effectively without causing health/
safety concerns or undue economic hardship for drivers and carriers.

Specificactions the Canadian government must take on the “R” in S M A R T include:

Strong Recall/Non-compliant Regulation Reintroduced With Heavy Truck Component
In June 2015 the Government of Canada introduced the Safer Vehicles for Canadians Act. The proposed new powers included in
this bill would allow the Minister of Transport to order a company to issue a recall and require manufacturers to fix defective or
non-compliant vehicles. The minister may also order manufacturers or importers to pay for repairs and ensure new vehicles are
fixed before they are sold to the public.
In addition, manufacturers and importers can face fines of up to $200,000 per violation, per day, with no maximum cap
through new administrative monetary penalties. These fines are an alternative to prosecution in order to help address safety
issues quickly. The Canadian government should re-examine the introduction and expansion of the Safer Vehicles for Canadians
Act to better protect purchasers of commercial equipment.

T ested.
Vehicle Suitability and Reliability in Canada
Canadian fleets today still struggle with many technologies aimed
at emission and GHG reductions introduced in the 2003-2014 period. As noted earlier, many of these technologies were put on the
market prior to sufficient reliability testing. The impacts go far beyond maintenance costs as it has also impacted the ability for fleets
to serve their customers, operate safely and offer the industry as a
reliable source of income for drivers at a time when driver retention
has been severely impacted for fleets investing in new equipment.
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Specificactions the Canadian government must take on the “T” in S M A R T include:

Utilize ecoTechnology for Vehicles Program for GHG II Testing
Transport Canada has statutory authority under the Motor Vehicle Safety Act to ensure vehicle technology is safe and functioning
according to regulatory requirements. Furthermore, Transport Canada is presently engaged in testing the safety and environmental performance of passenger vehicles and heavy duty trucks through its ecoTechnology for Vehicles Program. Environment
Canada and Transport Canada must ensure all GHG qualifying technology, and its associated wiring, meets Canadian safety and
operating standards.

Test Tires for Winter Operations
GHG qualifying tires must be able to to operate on Canadian roads during all seasons and conditions, while offering both traction
and fuel savings.

Battery Testing
Batteries from the OEM level must be tested to provide sufficient amperage and reserve capacity to power all necessary functions
on the tractor for operations in Canadian conditions.

Ensure Tire Inflation Systems are Tested to Operate in All Seasons
Tire inflation and monitoring systems work in some applications but not in others. Reports from users suggest that for the
period immediately after installation the systems work fairly well, but after time and depending on the application, the systems
fail and are not maintained or removed outright. Applications that are less severe and where the carrier is able to operate and
maintain the systems with relative ease are more effective. Future design of this technology should also keep in mind winter
operating conditions.

Test the Life Cycle and Safety Impact of Light Weighting Trailers
Light-weighting of trailers needs to be carefully considered when developing the regulations. Several operational, safety, life
cycle and market considerations must be taken into account before fully implementing this concept. Considering the higher
productivity vehicles (higher gross weight and higher payload) operating in the Canadian market, what carriers have already
done or will continue to do to reduce tare weights on trailers outside of the GHG spectrum are critical factors. Credits assigned to
established spec’ing practices is viewed as an essential consideration.
Without knowing the full extent of Environment Canada’s direction on light-weighting if the GHG proposals involve the use of
alternative materials in the construction of trailers, there needs to be a further understanding from industry concerning the costs
associated. If the discussions tend to focus on the the switch from steel and wood (traditional materials used in trailer construction) to aluminum, this has likely already taken place (under the umbrella of innovation), so the key is for credits to be assigned.
There are also safety factors that need to be considered in that only so much material can be taken out of a trailer before
safety and operational life is impacted. Carriers have already witnessed the effect of value engineering and light weighting in
some dry van applications whereby vehicle dimensions and performance have been pushed beyond their limits. In addition
to materials used to construct trailers, there are many components that come as an OEM or after-market spec such as cargo
securement devices (chains, dunnage, straps) and the storage/tool boxes that add tare weight to a vehicle, but cannot be
light weighted.
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SMAR T
Test the Suitability of the Introduction of Smart Drive (6x2’s) and Lift Axles on
Tractors and Trailers in Canada
Joint research needs to be conducted by government, industry and suppliers to determine the suitability of smart drive and lift
axle technology for tractors and trailer that includes 6x2 technology on tractors and its effect on vehicle dynamic performance.

What is 6x2 Technology and Why Does it Need to be Tested?
Suitable applications for 6x2s are mainly based on flatter topography where lightweight cargo is transported at lower gross
vehicle weights. In these applications, carriers report a 3-5% fuel savings, while EPA is providing a 2% credit in their GHG computer simulation calculations. Tractors configured as 6x2s (6 wheel positions of which 2 are connected to the power train) have
been around for years. Although there is limited uptake in North America, they enjoy widespread usage in Europe. Reportedly,
this type of tractor uses 2% to 3% less fuel as compared to standard 6x4 tractors and is a few hundred pounds lighter. The major
issue with 6x2 tractors has historically been lack of traction in slippery conditions.
To counter the traction issues and still maintain the benefits of the weight and fuel savings, newer generations of 6x2
technology have been introduced post-2010 where by the weight on the driving axle is increased during low traction periods.
Although designed and engineered to work in some Canadian trucking operations, the way in which weight is transferred
– including when and for how long – may run counter to long established principles/thresholds in Canadian weights and
dimensions regulations. The primary issues of concern, depending on the specific jurisdiction pertain to axle load equalization
and gross axle weights aimed at managing infrastructure wear and tear. Operation of this technology, depending on the Canadian
jurisdiction can come with restrictions and in some cases an outright ban. There have also been safety concerns raised with this
technology. Testing different brand technology may show some meet Canadian operating standards while perhaps others do not.

What Are Smart Axles and Why Do They Need to Be Tested?
When trailers are lightly loaded or empty, axles not required to support the weight of the vehicle can be lifted. With a higher
percentage of 3 to 6 axle semi-trailer and double semi-trailer configurations in operation in Canada compared to the U.S., the
benefits of reduced rolling resistance and wear and tear on equipment are more prevalent.
Key issues that need to be resolved with this technology include, updating national standards on which axles can be lifted
and what impact this may or may not have on vehicle dynamic performance. The other key issue is to ensure that infrastructure considerations are addressed and that driver interaction with the axles is prohibited. With very prescribed national and
provincial standards and regulations on trailer and axle design, functionality and dimensions, further research is necessary to
determine the most effective way to reintroduce the next generation lift axle concept.

Telematics
In general the use of telematics is widely recognized and positively viewed by carriers. However, ‘telematics’ can mean different
things to different carriers. The most interest from carriers tends to be on ‘smart engine’ programming. For example, telematics
that can be used to reprogram the truck’s engine as the truck navigates different geography, road and weather factors. For those
carriers that operate from coast to coast, being able to stabilize fuel burn based on the most up-to-date technology is key to
remaining competitive, while also being environmentally responsible. Some caution is stressed though, as this technology may
need further real world testing to prove reliable in specific operations.

Aerodynamic Device Impact on Vehicle Corrosion
The impact of side skirts as it relates to trailer life cycles (increased corrosion) requires further research and testing.
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